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Richard Keyes 

closely inspects the 

model of “USRCS 

FALCON” at the 

February club 

meeting …  

hopefully it met his 

extremely high 

standards. 

NEXT MEETING 

The next meeting of SMSC will be at 7:30pm on 

Tuesday, 28 May 2013 

at the Peter Doyle Learning Centre, ANMM at Darling Harbour unless 

otherwise notified. 

Members are encouraged to bring projects for display and discussion. 

WEEKEND S&T’s 

The next weekend S&T will be at 10:30am on Sunday, 21 April 2013 at the 
home of Michael Bennett (Ph: 9371 5775 or 0411 545 770), access is off a 

lane that runs between No.3 and No.5 Rawson Road, Rose Bay.  

Michael will identify the laneway with balloons (like a kid’s party). 

  



SMSC COMMITTEE 

(for 2012-13) 

Your Committee members for 2012/13 are as follows, you are welcome to 

make contact for Club business at the email address indicated. 

President: 

Vice-Pres: 

Treasurer: 

Secretary: 

Public Officer: 

Commitee: 

 

Mike Barton 

Harry Goedings 

Mario Nolasco 

c/- President 

Gary Renshaw 

Christine Barton (Assist. Secretary) 

Michael Bennett (Resource Co-ord) 

Peter Law (Membership Secretary) 

Gordon Pusey (Webmaster) 

Tom Wolf (Newsletter Ed.) 

Richard Keyes (ANMM Liaison) 

Leon Griffiths (Research Officer) 

president@smsc.org.au 

vicepresident@smsc.org.au 

treasurer@smsc.org.au 

 

publicofficer@smsc.org.au 

 

 

 

webmaster@smsc.org.au 

chatterbox@smsc.org.au 
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1st SMSC MODEL SHIP EXPO 

We are pleased to advise our Members and readers that we have been able to 

secure the Penrith RSL Club as the venue for our first Model Ship Expo to be 

held on 2 –3 November 2013, more details to follow. 

 

FUTURE PROJECTS 
Steve Hartigan who recently finished the up-scaled version 

on the USS Constitution recently advised us that his next build 

is the French model “L’Orenoque“ and we believe that the kit 

now sits on his bench while he plans the up-scaled version.  

This may end up about 1600mm long and take at least three 

years to build, but as Steve says, hey, who is counting!  Ha, 

ha!  The eventual cost?  Well we won’t go there!   

Steve agreed to provide more photos as the build progresses. 

We invite all our Members to prepare their models for exhibition, the Expo will cater for all 

standards and styles of modelling and will emphasize that Members of all levels of experience 

are available to assist and advise even the most novice modeller, therefore even novice or 

“first” models are encouraged to exhibit. 
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(cont. p.4) 

 

5 FEBRUARY ‘13 MEETING AND S&T 
Report by Mike Barton 

With the committee meeting finishing on time and after short break for supper, socialising and 

a pit stop we started on the S&T.  

Tom Wolf was given the floor for a talk on his USRCS Falcon (refers to the US Revenue Cutter 

Service—now known as the US Coast Guard) of 1799 . 

Tom described his model as a modified Artesania Latina kit, and not for the beginner, but more 

level 2/5. He stated that although all of the printed matter (coloured photographs detailing its 

construction, instruction manual, full size colour poster of model, full size rigging sheet, parts 

list, etc) that came with the kit was excellent, the timber supplied was only average quality.  

All the metal decorations and many of the metal fittings that came with the kit were discarded 

as ships of that era didn’t possess these metal components.  

The kit originally came with 2mm timbers for single planking the hull and since Tom was not 

happy with the result , after fully planking the model he removed the planks and re-planked it 

with 1mm inner lining of balsa and then final planking of 1mm walnut and beech. 

There was a lot of discussion about how this model could have been rigged and how to make 

the furled sails look more realistic (by reducing the size of the sails before furling). 



(cont. from p.3) 

Janos Nemeth, our resident wood carver then 

gave a talk on how he is progressing with the 

carving of the original figurehead for HMS Victo-

ry (see Feb.’13 Newsletter).  

As a guide, Janos is using three photographs 

supplied by Tom Wolf. While on holidays in 

Great Britain in 2006, Tom visited H.M.Naval 

Base, Portsmouth and the Historic Dockyard and 

photographed the Victory in dry-dock and the 

replica figurehead in the Museum.. 

Janos’ figurehead is constructed from five pieces 

of boxwood. The detail which Janos achieves in 

these carvings is outstanding. Anyone who has 

not seen Janos’s work is missing out on some 

exquisite craftsmanship.  

Janos gave us information on:  

- the different types of boxwood available 

- how he applies the Scandinavian oil to finish 

them, and 

- how he fixes parts that break (due to short grain) 

This presentation led into a discussion about why ships had figureheads. 

 

The night was capped off by most of us going outside the meeting room and onto the Pyrmont 

Bridge to view the short production  “Waves of Migration”.  

This light show uses the sail-like roof of the ANMM as the screen. The theme is the exploring 

of the history of migration to Australia. 
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23 FEBRUARY ‘13 WEEKEND S&T 
Report by Tom Wolf 

5 intrepid Members braved the cyclonic weather and attended the home of Tom Wolf for this 

weekend S&T. Richard Keyes brought along the HARRIET McGREGOR, a model inherited 

from a deceased friend that he is in the process of rigging, and during this show many rigging 

hints were passed on to the other participants. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We then had a discussion about how metal objects could be moulded, Tom Wolf showed 

how he made latex moulds for his tin or pewter models, figures, guns and anchors from a kit 

he purchased from Barnes Products. 

After a light lunch, as notified to Members, 

we then had a workshop on “flagmaking” 

using the PowerPoint notes provided by 

Kevin Hudson as the base, ricepaper was 

supplied. Acrylic paints are used for colour. 

Tom also showed how he used white thin 

silk or synthetic material (nylon curtaining) 

to achieve almost the same results. Thin 

white polyester/cotton (an old business shirt 

is a good start) can also be used, for all 

cloths and nylon materials either cloth dye 

or acrylic paints can be used. 
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26 MARCH ‘13 MEETING AND S&T 
Report by Tom Wolf 

After the Committee meeting when details of the Club’s upcoming first Expo in November 

were discussed, the S&T went ahead. 

 

Michael Bennett impressed everyone with 

his miniature model of the “Edinburgh Cas-

tle. The model took 5 years to complete, it is  

about 6 inches in length and made of timber, 

paper, styrene, aluminium tubing and wire. 

This is another worthy addition to the other 

miniature models of migrant ships that Mi-

chael has completed we hope to bring you a 

full feature article about this model soon. 

New member David Lendrum displayed his “lifeboats” from 

the “Bounty”, plans were from Anatomy of the Ship Bounty. 

Formed around a balsa “plug” which was subsequently re-

moved to feature the well finished boats, David discussed 

all the steps taken to arrive at the finished product. 

Richard Keyes brought along his scratch built 

marblehead schooner “Sir Edward Hawke” which 

had previously been displayed at the Club, but 

this time the discussion centered around the 

“admiralty” features of the model and the way the 

ribbing was done (unplanked on the port side). 

Richard illustrated the method with Don Dressel’s 

book. 
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MODELLING HINTS: 

We reproduce notes and drawings prepared by Leon Griffiths for the benefit of our Members on:  

USING BLOCKS: HAULING PURCHASES 
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MODELLING HINTS: 

We reproduce notes and drawings prepared by Leon Griffiths for the benefit of our Members on:  

USING BLOCKS: LIFTING PURCHASES 


